IMPROVED FOLK INSTRUMENTS AS A FACTOR OF HOLISTIC SYSTEM OF ACADEMIC MUSICAL AND INSTRUMENTAL CULTURE OF OUR TIME

The purpose of the work is to determine the logic of the musical-historical process of academization of the improved bayan/accordion, domra, balalaika, and bandura of the second half of the 20th - the beginning of the 21st centuries. The methodology of the study involves the use of aesthetic-cultural, comparative, theoretical and historical methods, as well as the analytical approach, which form a unified methodological basis. Along with the complex method, a so-called system approach is needed, which allows the object to be comprehensively studied at the most diverse, but interrelated levels. The scientific novelty of the work appears in the expansion of ideas about the genesis and functioning of academic musical and instrumental art as a holistic artistic, culturological and musical phenomenon, taking into account the key role of performing forms of being in the present and the need to update the instrumental-sound phono-sphere of modernity, which is immanently consistent with socio-historical, performing and timbre-textual properties of the advanced folk instruments of our country. The logic of the musical-historical process of academization of bayan/accordion, domra, balalaika and bandura reveals the socio-historical, artistic-aesthetic, instrumental-performing and culturological prerequisites of the phenomenon, among which the author specifically highlights the demand for "fresh" instruments by the very composer's creativity in change of its paradigms in favor of the emancipation of sound; immanent readiness of the "musicians playing folk instruments" to improvise-experimental acts of "sound search"; perspective for the academic phono-sphere of the "ultimate" chamber nature of plucking instruments.
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Relevance of research topic. Modern musicology, performing-theoretical, cultural and some other scientific fields represent a rather variegated picture in the definition of genre-style types of musical creativity and the corresponding conceptual-categorical apparatus. This largely concerns the functioning of the academic musical and instrumental culture of the present, which the author of this article considers as a holistic phenomenon, a fundamentally new system that is not simply a sum of knowledge about instrumental music, musical instruments, composer and performances of instrumental expressiveness, and finally the philosophy of musical instrumentalism (the latter is specially accented by I. Nazin [11]). In the given system of academic musical and instrumental culture of the last third of the 20th - beginning of the 21st century, the academic, yet still so-called folk instrumental art (in its performing, composer, instrumental-organological, scientific and theoretical aspects) is distinguished by the qualities of the "strain" of development, inherent (because of the recent, "in the eyes of the living generation" of the origin of the improvisational, folklore type), the openness to various types and polytypic genre-style phenomena of musical creativity, theatricalization, at the same time showing all the necessary academic positions of music. The discovery of such specific and general parameters of musical and instrumental academicism is an actual cut of the scientific research of the present.

The purpose of the study is to determine the logic of the musical-historical process of academization of the improved bayan/accordion, domra, balalaika, and bandura of the second half of the 20th - the beginning of the 21st century.

Presentation of the main materials. First of all, in the context of the rising problem, it is necessary to consider the concept of academic music and academic musical and instrumental culture. As V. Holopova notes, "in our time, when the word "music" is pronounced, there is definitely a need for clarification - which music: jazz, variety, academic, traditional, oriental or other" [15, 1]. However, "the division of music into" light "and" serious "remains fundamental, despite the various attempts to synthesize one another" [ibid.]. D. Kabalevsky, I. Stetsyuk, M. Abakumov and others also note the most radical general division of music into "serious" and "easy" [10]. Obviously, under the first group (or kind) the researchers have in mind the academic, classical, "high" music, etc. (in German terminology - E-Musiik - Egnest Musik), under the second - the mass, popular, amateur, entertaining one (U-Musiik – Unterhaltungsmusik). V. Khlopopova notes that in the 20th century cultural studies these two types are defined as "academic" music (including "academic avant-garde") and "non-academic". However, for some time, in domestic science prevailing somewhat different dualism in the distribution of music: on vocal-composing (opera-symphonic, chamber vocal and instrumental) creativity and musical folklore (folk music) [9, 887], noted by well-known researcher of traditional instrumental work I. Matsuievsky: "One way or another in the professional and amateur artistic creativity of European peoples, two branches of instrumental art were formed: 1) academic, connected with the European musical system, the practice of functioning, education, genre- and shaping; 2) unscriptural, connected with the specific national standards of being and structuring, as well as entering into a range of phenomena of traditional art. The first will be called the academic one, the second – the folk instrumental music [8, 28]. Today, in the world musical culture, there are three distinct categories that are called "layers" by V. Konen. The first of them is the folklore; the second is the composer opera and symphony art. Especially the researcher highlights "third stratum", many types of which differ from each other "and aesthetics, and the type of peculiar professionalism, and for belonging to different national cultures and historical periods" [4, 4], which exists entirely independently as between the two first, distances itself from both, although interacting with them, is developed in accordance with its own laws. In connection with the specificity of musical instrumentalism, L. Mazel's reference to three "stadiums" of the development of musical art is also interesting: "musical folklore"; "oral professionalism" (including "an unwritten sphere of professional instrumentalism," according to I.Matsuievsky); professional European composer culture [7] - understood not as chronologically changing stages of development, but as different types (systems) of music.

However, in the practical musical way of life, there is a rather colorful picture of the specific notions of music, among which there are formed something like stable pairs-antinomies according to genre-style, historical, instrumental-organological, national features, performing arts, ideological-figurative content (folklore – academic, folklore – composer, mass – elite, professional – amateur, variety – classical, serious – entertaining, western – eastern, old – modern, secular – spiritual, vocal – instrumental, individual and author – anonymized – traditional, oral – written tradition, applied – autonomous, music as a work (Opusmusik) – and both activities, etc.); and semantic crossings leading to synonymization (classic, serious, academic, folkloric, traditional, folk, national, entertaining, light, mass, popular, relevant, popular, etc.); as well as various synthesized titles - popular academic, variety jazz, folk jazz and others. All of them are thoroughly analyzed in the dissertation of A. Kulish, performed under the scientific guidance of the author of this article [5].
The key positions in the definition of this type of musical work in various researchers (the works of V. Konin [4], V. Kholopova [15], A. Zucker [16], Y. Loshkova [6], A. Kulish [5] and others) are the following: complex professionalism, "marked by its unique features" [4, 24]) – "professional autonomy" (G. Eggebrecht [citation for 16]), unlike the national, where both professionals and nonprofessionals act (however, with regard to instrumental performances in the folkloric tradition, professionalism, and rather complex, is also an important principle [8]); ideological-spiritual (the connection of this layer with high spheres of the spirit in the social and ideological-figurative aspects) and musical-technological (the principle of notation, the law of close and continuous coming, semitone tempered system, strictly organized polyphony, thinking of large-scale concepts) continuity from the temple musical practice, which justifies the use of the terms as "serious" or "high" music; written form of fixing of the author's (composing) text, which includes "a high degree of ordering of the main components of artistic communication, the stability of the relationship of the composer, performer and listener, which form sustainable forms of existence with all modifications," according to A. Zuker [16]; the latter is closely linked to genre continuity, "which extends through the centuries" [ibid], as well as the phenomenon of opus, a musical work (which has been challenged in recent decades due to the strengthening of the role of the performer and the change of paradigms of composers' means); finally, the European tradition, expressed as an indication of its origin, and its continuity later created by the national composers' schools.

V. Konen, systematizing the "specific, indisputable features of the music school opposing the genres of the 20th century" and folklore, puts forward the name of "professional composer creativity of the European tradition", immediately suggesting that it should be reduced [4, 27] and arguing his objection to the term "academic" by the fact that the latter "by virtue of certain traditions ... means the cultivation of the runaways in the past and frozen in its development of rules" [4, 19]. However, the term "academic music" (tradition, culture) is more concise (and widespread), given the high purpose of the first musical academies (from the XVII century.), the essence of the term is more determined than inevitable in any phenomenon conservatism.

The definition of the concept of "academic music" is still an open process, although in the musicology and performing practices it is actively used (often confusing or synonymizing with the concepts of classical, high, European composer, opera-symphonic, professional, etc. - their comparison is carried out in the dissertation A. Kulish [5], absolute). Wikipedia's Folk Thought offers the following definition: "Academic music is music that is inherited from, first of all, formed in Europe in the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries musical genres and forms (opera, symphony, sonata, etc.), melodic and harmonious principles and instrumental composition [1]. This definition effectively removes from the academic rocks a huge layer of professional composer music - aleatory and other techniques of modern composition, with an open form, mobiles, etc. In the thesis of A. Kulish under academic music means "professional European composer music of written tradition, which has the following" square of value criteria proposed by V. Kholopova: positivity, size, originality, completeness of expression, as well as the music of national composer schools that arose in imitation of the mentioned European one[5] (note that V. Holopova subsequently added to these ethical and aesthetic criteria the fifth" - psychological one: the desire to return to the heard more than once [15]).

The formation of the same academic music chronologically coincides with the development of the XVIII century, firstly, the aesthetics of science (the science of sensual knowledge, by A. Baumgarten, and the science of the beautiful), and secondly, the emancipation of musical instrumentalism. In this connection, we should call the European term "absolute music" associated with the distraction of music as such "from everything except its own musical nature and elevated above the functional purpose" [15, 6]. Moreover, in the 19th and 20th centuries "... for the reason that the instrumental music is devoid of association with the text and the program, the listener requires especially deep attention, especially concentrated listening, it, according to A. Kulish under academic music means "professional European composer music of written tradition, which has the following" square of value criteria proposed by V. Kholopova: positivity, size, originality, completeness of expression, as well as the music of national composer schools that arose in imitation of the mentioned European one[5] (note that V. Holopova subsequently added to these ethical and aesthetic criteria the fifth" - psychological one: the desire to return to the heard more than once [15]).

Thus, that was the end of the formation of autonomous music, "capable of expressing everything and not requiring any support." The notion of "absolute music" played an important role in affirming the "instrumental paradigm" of music on the theoretical and practical levels; in its context the phenomena and concepts were studied, as well as the fundamental properties of music as a form of art, such as "unpredictability", "inertia", "inner essence", "pure content", "idealization", "uplift", "poetic", "the spirit of the world", "infinity", "infinite melody", "infinite harmony", "new aesthetics of the number", "specific music", etc. However, in the native musicology the term did not fit, although there was the expression "pure, unprogrammed instrumental music". For the declared in the beginning of the article the phenomenon of instrumental academic culture (where we also include "software" instrumental music), this term does not cover the entire completeness of the phenomenon. As for the definition of "academic musical and instrumental culture", it involves the quality of structured integrity (R. D. Benedict, Y. Bychkov, G. Gachev, M. Kagan, A. Mol, I. Nazina, A. Sokolova, etc.). If the concept of music is "... historical. It is constantly changing. The fact that yesterday was not yet music, at the end of a certain time it becomes it... it does not exist ... out of touch with human culture ... arises and develops within the framework of culture, performs certain functions in it, and occupies a certain
place in it " [2], then the "cultural model" of academic art, "taking into account statics and dynamics, is more detailed and ramified and clearly demonstrates the explicit and hidden interrelations between subsystems and elements" [14, 18] of this holistic, peculiar, independent artistic and aesthetic, difficult-professional, material-substantial [19] and philosophical and mythological phenomenon [18; 12] (V. Kholopova directly calls the academic music "culture" in contrast to "light" species – "subcultures" [15, 11]).

For the academic instrumental culture, the above mentioned positions of academic music are fundamental. And if the principle of "opus", individual authorship (in favor of co-authorship with the performer, but not the objections as such) is violated with the emergence of a laity and open form, then the "European" can now be questioned (for example, the American minimalists directly borrowed "a rehearsal method "From the musicians of India and Africa), then the value criteria (positivity, size, originality, completeness of expression, the desire to return) and syntactic processing of the intonational material (even avant-gardist V. Lytoslavsky quickly returned to the concept of motive with the corresponding syntactic registration) form the basis of academic music. Obviously, the Saponov's most important conclusion about "the only written musical culture in the world (European professional - AC) as a factor of its" universality and world-wide universality of artistic values ", a special" concept of musical art ", other aesthetic criteria, psychology, auditory tuning and special methods of professional training remains a live issue [13, 4]. The complex professionalism remains incompatible (due to the need to master a number of specific, non-domestic skills and forms of instrumental movements, expressive intonation, artistry – inherent in instrumental culture and its folkloric expression).

In the stable communicative triad of academic music (composer – performer – listener) the author remained the main figure for a long time. Without detracting from the importance of author's composer's creativity, we note that today researchers are increasingly talking about increasing the role of performing arts and in the academic field - in comparison with folklore and "third stratum". It is significant that the greatest number of coincidences in the characteristics of various, including the polar, specific parameters of musical and instrumental culture refers to the genre-stylistic indicators, and recognition, the characteristic differences affect, first of all, the performing style of instrumentalists and, to a lesser extent, the tools themselves. That is, today the performer chooses the direction, manner, and style of the game, consistent with their own passions, possibilities, tastes, revolutionary finds, as well as listening interests and a vector of contemporary art trends. Thus, the very performing forms of today music being form the actual directions of its development. The performer, directly communicating with the public, thoroughly feels its advantages, and the ways and forms of influence on it in terms of aesthetic and spiritual enrichment. In the creative biography of one performer sometimes there is a "matching incompatible" in the performance of various genre-type (academic, folk, jazz, etc.) compositions.

For example, due to some reasons (revolutionary reconstruction of the instrument, immanent theatricalization of this type of instrumentalism, asceticism and charisma of the personality of the performers, the typical degeneration of this kind of art into the chamber form, the active appeal to the instrument of the composers of the highest echelon), it largely refers to bayan players. We will add here a Bayan to the "genetic" with the "visible" because of a small evolutionary-time interval with folk and popular mass roots (where the singer is a key figure) and compelled, due to the lack of an original repertoire, the inclusion of the bayanists in the composer's process (traditional composer education is based on knowledge of other instruments). Recent positions are also related to improved domra, balalaika and bandura. Traditionally guitar creativity is developing poly-stylistically. Thus, in the academic folk instrumental music, the role of the performing component is initially large (reflecting the current state of the genre in general). And "forgotten" during the academization of musical instrumentalism (in favor of orchestration), the lutian-harpichord plucking of domra, balalaika and bandura today is both a "new" and an "old" new quality of the benefits of the "recruits"-academists in poly-stylistic, innovative, sound and various neo-trends.

In addition, for instrumental music culture, the instrument itself, on which the composer's or co-authored (with the performer) music is played, which, on the one hand, forms the embodiment of the musical idea in the concrete forms of the organization of the intonational material (today – with the demand to find a new sound, up to appealing to new instruments-figuregants), on the other hand - instrumental music itself is influenced by the instrument - its timbre, articulation, dynamic, sonority, organo-logical, historical and mythological characteristics.

Today musical instruments as material objects of culture are actualized-personified not only in the psychology of the performer (all known "relations" of the instrumentalist with his instrument) and "instrumental theater," but also in the direction of the so-called philosophy of instrumentalism, which has gained momentum in recent times (there is more about this in the works of Belarusian scientist I.D. Nazina, which includes such a philosophy to the pentade of traditional instrumental culture along with homo musicus (human musical), musical instruments, performances, instrumental music [11]). For the academic musical and instrumental culture, inclusion in the "system" of performing art (co-creation) and musical instrument is also relevant (composer – performer + instrument – listener). XX century attracted the composers to a new sonorous space, deep into the sound matter, to the "emancipation of sound" (L. Gakkel), the kingdoms of non-translatable timbre formulas (as the reverse side of globalization-universalization), and here "Mr. Instrument" plays a far-reaching role - he can instruct himself, and may sometimes even dictate to the composer, the performer and even the listener not only means but also ideas, directions of their development.
We agree with D. Varlamov's statement that "academic musical art, as well as folklore, is a movement, not a state. The laws of this movement are universal: they obey the known evolutionary laws" [3]. This author regards academia as "as a process of art movement, the transformation of disparate ethno-social cultures into a global type of universal art called academic" [ibid.]. However, the academy, which really "keeps on" with universalization, does not deny the parallel process of specification of instrumental means of expressiveness characteristic of the modern stage of musical art (for example, the creation of "invisible texture formulas" on all instruments). [19] Actually, this counter trend confirms also the academization of advanced folk instruments of the Slavic countries in the second half of the twentieth century - the "fresh blood" of the new timbrality in the "body" of several centuries of academic instrumentalism (in Europe, the bayan/accordion and guitar originally began the parallel paths of academic and folklore, popular and mass cultures). Of course, their academization is largely associated with performing enthusiasm, but the "old European art" needed just such "surrender", corresponding to the "century of timbrality" in the foreseeing of B. Asafieva. We believe that the viability of any type and genre of art, including musical folklore, academic, "third layer", directly depends on the degree of heuristic in the optimal coincidence with canonical tradition. Any phenomenon is not insured against a negative post-syndrome (D. Varlamov points to the "academic post-syndrome" as "the unification of musical thinking and activities ... typing, standardization, thinking of stamps ... and leveling up of national identity" [3]) In terms of the same degree of heuristic, openness to innovations, improved folk instruments as "recruits" are distinguished by the beneficial qualities of enthusiasm and "freshness".

Conclusions. The logic of the historical process of music and folk instrumentalism academization as a reasonable, objective, legitimate reason being, but having a "metaphysical structure" (by Spengler), reveals the following options. We agree with h D. Varlamov in the identification of socio-historical (the revival of national consciousness, orientation to a wide audience, development of instrumental and constructive thought) and internal artistic and aesthetic (the formation of intonational thinking of the people and new artistic and aesthetic poses in the public consciousness, the flowering of domestic culture, penetration into the folk practice of written methods of storage and transmission of musical information, creation of improved designs of folk instruments) prerequisites for the emergence of phenomena for the academization of instrumental-national-instrumental art, we would like to add a few factors of the conditionality, naturalness and inevitability of this process.

1. From the standpoint of the theory of contemporary composition, it is worth noting the strengthening of the trend of finding a "new sound" in the context of the allocation of the latter in a special significant artistic field. In this connection, "fresh", but tested on academic career instruments – bayan/accordion, domra, balalaika, bandura (as "aspiring" original and new repertoire performers on them) were "at the right time place ". The folk "trail" of the origin of these instruments only contributed to the immanent readiness of the "folk instrument players" to improvise-experimental acts of "sound search" in co-production with composers. Without going into details, we especially note the portability, design, texture and features of planting this type of instrumentalism in today's organization of sonorous material. In the area of searching for new sound, the bayan essentially outperforms the "extreme" chamber in sound production, tonality, articulation, dynamics, and pinch plot. The last ones are, in our view, a huge academic perspective of phono-sphere confirmed by the expressions and music of such composers as S. Gubaidulina, M. Zaitseva, E. Podhaytsa, A. Kusyakova V. Zubitsky, Y. Gomelska etc.: meaning pizzicato and tremolo sonority of the "secondary cantilena" (a term of Petryk V. [12]), not to mention the possibility of numerous original "unmovable" instrumental articulatory-texture techniques.

2. "Above chamber character" of the plucked instruments, unique timbrality of plucked and it is fresh and organic to current day (in conceptual and philosophical and acoustically-phonics plans) issue of emancipation silence. Characteristically, this phenomenon is mainly realized precisely by instrumental and musical means, which is associated with objective factors: instrumental silence captures a specific absoluteness of silence (with complete negation of the earth's sound environment - breathing, involuntary motion, coughing, etc.) and, simultaneously, a full objective (independent of human physical processes) will to go out from the state of silence the state of sound (at that of art, to which the musical instrument is designed) hyperbolizing the phenomenon of "doing" it, a manifestation of skill. In this case, special forms of musical and instrumental performances are acquired (playing in the air, silent press of the keys or instrument valves, etc.), their theatrical visual hyperbolization, which helps to embody the "otherness" of sonorous tones and themes in their artistic diversity. Portable design, bayan/accordion, domra, balalaika, bandura in a concert landing do not restrict the artist's facial expressions and unfolds to the audience in such a way that the playgrounds of instruments and performing movements completely bring this additional expressive means of silence to the audience.

3. The described visual-demonstration of the design, landing, playing performances, and the "loop" of natural folklore improvisation-theatricality, allowing the bayan/accordion, domra, balalaika and bandura to be in line with the actual trend of theatricalization of musical art, perhaps to a greater extent than other academic "brothers".
4. Organically parallelism of the existence of the bayan/accordion in popular, pop-jazz, folklore; bandura, domra, balalaika (the last two are rarer in the twenty-first century) in folklore spheres "works" – against the backdrop of postmodernist poly-stylistic tendencies.

5. Let's remind that, as well as academic, folklore instrumentalism has a high degree of professionalism. Therefore, the transformation of the art of the playing on improved bayan/accordion, domra, balalaika, bandura (with parallel existence in the folklore and popular fields) into academic instrumental culture is a more "short transition" from the radius of one professional skill to the radius of another (similar to the geometric parable of Avva Dorofiy).
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